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Experience ultimate elegance with ADLER ceramic tiles,  a stunning tribute to natural Pietra stone. These 
tiles showcase a captivating ble nd of coal-colored shades with subtle natural patterns, providing a canvas 
that oozes sophistication. The unique combination of a high refractive index, micro-crystal surface, and 
vitreous luster ensures a luxurious aesthetic. Additionally, ADLER tiles offer dimensional stability, low 
shrinkage rate, and high compressive strength, making them the ideal choice for design projects seeking 
a touch of luxury and durability.









Introducing CLOUDY ceramic tiles, an exquisite masterpiece inspired by the elegance of Onyx. These 
tiles blend harmonious white and beige tones, ideal for both indoor and outdoor spaces. With their high 
refractive index, micro-crystal surface, and vitreous luster, CLOUDY tiles offer timeless beauty and 
luxurious aesthetics. Their uniform composition, dimensional stability, and low shrinkage rate ensure 
durability and easy maintenance. Experience sophistication with CLOUDY and elevate your living spaces 
today.









COLLINS tile isn't just a visual masterpiece; its engineered for excellence. With high wear resistance and 
excellent chemical corrosion resistance, it meets the stringent Bla AnnexG national standards. Its suitability 
for both indoor and outdoor use, along with its versatility in building design, sets it apart. But the true marvel 
lies in its added value. Featuring a high refractive index, micro-crystal surface, and nano-polish technology, it 
guarantees a luxurious aesthetic. Its vitreous luster and homogeneous composition ensure uniformity, while 
properties like dimensional stability, low shrinkage rate, high green strength, and precision-cut edges make 
installation a breeze. This tile is your gateway to durability, elegance, and design freedom.









GRANDA DARK GRAY Inspired by Persian Silk Emporium, this ceramic masterpiece marries sophisticated 
gray tones with delicate white and taupe accents, creating an opulent palette. Fine white streaks, akin 
to artistic brushstrokes, enhance its visual appeal. Beyond its elegance, it boasts high wear and chemical 
corrosion resistance, meeting national standards. GRANDA DARK GRAY epitomizes luxury and durability, 
perfect for refined interiors.









GRANADA LIGHT GRAY Inspired by the brilliance of nature, this ceramic masterpiece captures the 
essence of a brighter color spectrum. It combines luminous shades with delicate pastel accents, 
creating a captivating palette that radiates sophistication. Fine streaks of light, reminiscent of celestial 
brushstrokes, enhance its visual allure. Beyond its radiant appearance, it boasts high wear and chemical 
corrosion resistance, meeting national standards. Radiant Elegance epitomizes luxury and durability, 
perfect for elevating refined interiors.









Discover GRAVITY a masterpiece inspired by Tuscan Gray Marble, boasting an exquisite blend of rich gray 
tones with crisp white veins. Its design showcases a harmonious interplay of light and dark shadows, 
creating a visually captivating depth. This polished glazed ceramic tile offers not only a luxurious 
aesthetic but also exceptional technical qualities, including high wear resistance and excellent chemical 
corrosion resistance. Elevate your space with GRAVITY the perfect fusion of timeless elegance and 
modern durability.









Presenting HABANA, a design masterpiece inspired by the elegance of Tuscan Gray Marble. Immerse 
yourself in the subtle beauty of rich gray hues, adorned with crisp, vein-like white patterns. This ceramic 
marvel not only captivates the eye but also stands as a testament to exceptional engineering. With its 
high wear resistance and impeccable chemical corrosion resistance, HABANA transcends aesthetics to 
deliver lasting quality. Elevate your surroundings with HABANA where artistic sophistication meets 
unwavering performance.









Elevate your spaces with HILTON ceramic tiles, inspired by Calacatta marble. These tiles combine beauty 
and practicality with their high refractive index, micro-crystal surface, and vitreous luster. They offer 
uniformity, durability, and resistance to wear and chemicals. HILTON tiles ensure lasting quality and easy 
maintenance, transforming any space into a masterpiece.









MATICAN IVORY combines elegant design inspired by natural cement stone with impressive technical 
features. Its creamy texture, subtle pattern, and white streaks add character to any space. It offers high 
wear and chemical resistance, low water absorption, and dimensional stability, making it ideal for indoor 
and outdoor use. MATICAN IVORY is the perfect choice for modern spaces.









Behind the KALKATE BLEIK 'S stunning appearance lies exceptional quality and technical prowess. 
This tile boasts high wear resistance and excellent chemical corrosion resistance, meeting national 
standards with its low water absorption. It's suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, offering 
versatility and durability. With precision-cut edges and high compressive strength, KALKATE BLEIK  
ensures easy installation and the ability to withstand high loads. Its resistance to scratches, surface 
wear, and chemical exposure make it ideal for a wide range of environments. Elevate your space with 
KALKATT  BLEIK where beauty meets durability.









Elevate your spaces with the extraordinary NIAGARA ceramic tiles. These tiles not only ensure brand 
recognition but also enrich your surroundings with enhanced visual depth and a touch of luxury through 
their micro-crystal surface. With a smoother, shinier surface and captivating vitreous luster, they 
combine style with durability. Their uniform composition, dimensional stability, and high compressive 
strength guarantee lasting quality. Experience the added value of NIAGARA tiles and transform your 
spaces into showcases of sophistication and practicality.









SATIYA tiles redefine excellence with a unique identifier for brand recognition. They feature a high 
refractive index, micro-crystal surface, and nano-polish technology for a luxurious appearance. These 
tiles offer uniformity, stability, and low shrinkage. With remarkable strength, resistance, and anti-slip 
properties, they excel in durability. SATIYA complies with international standards, resists stains, and 
is easy to clean. These tiles maintain color integrity, withstand frost-thaw cycles, and require minimal 
maintenance. Elevate your space with SATIYA where innovation, quality, and artistry converge to create 
a masterpiece.









SOKA CEMENT Elevate Your Spaces with Timeless Beauty! Discover the elegance of Soka Cement, 
inspired by Tuscan cement›s enduring allure. Our exquisite array of gray shades adds depth and warmth 
to your interiors and exteriors. With a unique blend of ruggedness and porosity, our tiles evoke industrial 
charm, making them a versatile choice for any project. Experience the added value of durability, 
chemical resistance, and easy maintenance. Trust SOKA CEMENT to transform your spaces into timeless 
masterpieces.













Experience timeless elegance with STONIA ceramic tiles, showcasing the luxurious allure of Cream Marble. 
These tiles, suitable for both indoor and outdoor spaces, feature a creamy background that exudes 
opulence. The soft texture adorned with abundant white veins creates a unique work of art in every 
tile, seamlessly enhancing minimalist living spaces with elegance and sophistication. Trust in STONIA 
to elevate your surroundings with durability, resistance to wear and chemicals, and easy maintenance, 
transforming your spaces into timeless masterpieces.









Experience Unmatched Elegance with TRAND Ceramic Tiles
Elevate your spaces with the sophistication of TRAND ceramic tiles, inspired by the timeless beauty of 
Cream Marble. These tiles boast a creamy palette and a soft, luxurious texture adorned with graceful 
white veins, seamlessly blending into minimalist environments. What sets TRAND apart is its exceptional 
wear resistance, resilience against chemical corrosion, and remarkable durability. It's more than just a tile; 
it's a fusion of elegance and unwavering reliability, redefining the essence of your surroundings.









VISION boasts technical prowess with its high wear resistance, excellent chemical corrosion resistance, 
and compliance with national standards. With a low water absorption rate and stain-resistant polished 
glaze surface, it's perfect for various environments. Precision cut edges ensure tight grout joints, while 
high compressive strength and resistance to impacts make it durable. Additionally, it meets international 
standards for chemical resistance and is ideal for coastal or poolside installations. VISION offers not just 
beauty but also reliability.






